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Walmart is acquiring a key vendor for its Spark
delivery network in a sign it's serious about bringing
logistics in-house

Ben Tobin, Emma Cosgrove, and Nancy Luna 1 hour ago

Walmart informed both DDI and Walmart drivers about the acquisition in a memo sent out Wednesday evening and seen by Insider. Ford

Walmart is acquiring Delivery Drivers Inc., the gig-labor management

company behind Walmart's Spark network for an undisclosed

amount, a Walmart spokesperson con�rmed to Insider Thursday.

DDI is the company behind Walmart's Spark platform, where gig

workers shop and deliver orders for Walmart customers.
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DDI has provided the human resources, recruiting, insurance,

accounting, and payment services to manage thousands of gig

workers for Walmart's Spark program since 2018.

The DDI acquisition is the latest of several moves by Walmart to bring

more of its logistics network in-house, including acquiring vendor

management software �rm Volt Systems in early August, last-mile

peer-to-peer delivery app JoyRun in 2020, and same-day delivery

startup Parcel in 2017.

The DDI acquisition has been in the works for months and is

intended to simplify the driver experience with a single point of

contact, according to the spokesperson.

"We're always looking for ways to build a better experience, and heard

from drivers that working through two companies for support wasn't

ideal. Bringing driver support in-house will provide a simpli�ed

experience, and we look forward to hearing driver feedback," the

spokesperson said in a statement.

Walmart informed both DDI and Walmart drivers about the

acquisition in a memo sent out Wednesday evening and seen by

Insider.

"The Spark Driver platform has grown to become our largest delivery

service provider, serving 84% of U.S. households in all 50 states across

7,000 pickup points," according to the spokesperson, who added the

program accounts for 75% of Walmart's deliveries.

DDI gave non-Walmart customers 30-days notice that their service

from the company would soon end due to a "strategic change in the

company's direction" on Wednesday, according to an email obtained

by Insider. 

DDI was founded by CEO Aaron Hageman in 1996 and has raised no

venture capital according to Pitchbook. All employees will be o�ered

Walmart jobs in the deal, the spokesperson said. 

Several DDI sta� have already moved over to equivalent positions at

Walmart, including DDI's former chief operations o�cer, who is now

senior director of operations for e-commerce at Walmart, according

to LinkedIn. 
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